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About This Game

Spinning Around

Are you up for the challenge? Spinning around is an arcade game that will test your reflexes in the simplest form.
Guide your spaceship through the gates,be fast!

Spinning around is a fast arcade game that challenge the player's agility and reflexes!

The objective of Spinning around is to survive as long as possible and score as many points by going through the gates and
matching the same color of your spaceship!

Move clockwise or anti-clockwise around the incoming spinning gates and pass them only on part where the color match yours!
If not, you'll crash instantly!
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

*Easy to pick up, hard to put down

*Intuitive play

*HD Graphics

*Banging music

Challenging and addictive game, you will always comeback to try to beat the
highscore!
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Title: Spinning Around
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
XiNFiNiTY Games
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
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Not bad,but only 20 levels.. Let's face it: Tank Universal is an obvious homage to Tron. It's a Tron game in almost every respect,
but name. Even the marketing for the game loudly proclaims you're entering a "Tron-like world". Sure, there are enough
differences to make it something unique, unto itself. But when you're playing it, you can't help shake the feeling that you're
essentially playing what could - or even should - be Space Paranoids as envisaged by Flynn in the movie.

Aside from some frustration you may experience in the frenetic Tank battles, and the fact that you may end up starting over
again on a level which could be aggravating, Tank Universal is a very nice indie game. Recommended to anyone who's a fan of
Tron.. i didnt recive the bana candy farm skin.... i like it, not bad.. I have never felt more manly in my entire life! I think my
beard grew 3 inches while playing this game.
Seriously though, great, fast-paced gameplay, smooth controls, and excellent progressive difficulty. The multitude of
unlockables and customizations will keep you playing for quite awhile. Indeed, good sir or madam, it is well worth the $5.
10/10. thats a failure transplant....its just hard to control...no wonder why it published recently and already got into humble
bundle.. make the playstyle like runescape and this game will be the best. 10\/10 played the game before presidential election.
Yncuje naise supder nerver gelegass Na'Vi(zaebis) & Envuys(pidorasi) hui ghirenger & jonerted
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Great software!
About 25 years ago, I used to render fractals using my x386. I was wishing I could fly in these abstract scenaries, listening to
some trippy ambient or techno... Today, it is (almost) happening.
I haven't had time to use it much, but I already have few suggestions:
- maybe we could play our own playlist?
- would be great to have a "random" mode...
- ...and maybe a "flight" mode !

Great job, anyway!. I signed used the steam login and I have not received my dlc.. 0/10 every game I play has been ruined by
this fantastic game.
-Dynamic squad building
-open world underwater battles
-great environments and music
This game is the anti-game as it will make you hate every other game you have ever waste your hard earned do$h on. 10/10
would cheese again.. Unknown Battle is my favourite game, as a long time fan of the series and a fan of Nikolai Patrakov's
titles, I feel like it's my duty as a player to give my honest opinion on Unknown Battle. That being said, I'll try to be as unbiased
as possible because it'll be real easy for me to dive right into this and just say "The game's amazing."

First off, the story. Nikolai Patrakov's releases in general recieve a lot of flack for lackluster and uninspired storywriting. I can
safely say this has been true for the most part in a lot of Patrakov's titles. This is not to say the story is "bad" per se, but rather
the way it's been presented hasn't been the most, clear, or thorough. Whilst a lot of people also have this view on Unknown
Battle, I can say this is not the case. Unknown Battle's storytelling whilst not perfect, is a vast improvement on Patrakov's
previous titles. It feels concrete, thought out and the individual characters which are part of the story feel real, with realistic
emotions, decisions and outlooks. Whilst on the contrary in Bloodbath Kavkaz for example, some character's felt like they were
simply there as scenery and held no real association with the story. In Unknown Battle it feels like every character has
something interesting to say with their own stories to tell.

Gameplay:
I'm going to use Bloodbath Kavkaz as a reference point here because there's a lot to be said on how Unknown Battle differs
from it. The gameplay, in my opinion is Uknown Battle's finest feature is has to offer. If we go back in time 7 years to release
of Kavkaz and compare the two in terms of gunplay for example, we'll have two completely opposing scenes, so vastly different
that it's staggering to imagine the games were made by the same company. Kavkaz, whilst I hold the game dear to my heart, had
some of the worst gunplay imaginable. It was clunky, mouse sensitivity was an issue, there were no iron sights and VATS was
almost needed just to do anything. Now fast forward to Unknown Battle and we have a robust, very up-to-date and all around
fun combat system. There are dozens of options to choose from, combat wise, a very detailed and intricate weapon modding
system and to top it off, the aiming is smooth and VATS is no longer a necessity, but rather, an option. Kavkaz also didn't have
the vast majority of features that Unknown Battle does today. One obvious big difference is the addition of base building,
something Kavkaz never had. The base building is not perfect and there are recommendations everyone could make to improve
it but regardless, it is still very fun, intuitive and an absolute blast to build your first settlement and look upon it thinking "I did
that."

Without rambling too much, or ruining some of the game's features for those that haven't played it yet, or are wondering
whether they should get it I'll move on to one last controversial topic before I round this off.

Speech/Dialogue options.
In previous games, speech was vastly different to how it is now. For those who don't know or haven't played other titles, your
protagonist wasn't voiced, but there were a lot more detailed speech options and usually delineated what you wanted to say
accurately. However in Unknown Battle many have argued that the new speech system doesn't hold up the same standard it did
before in other games. The speech options are vague at times and often don't portray what you want to fully say; This take's
away from the RPG element of the game as a whole and whilst this is not game breaking or ruining in any sense, it is my only
minor complaint about the game that could be tweaked.

To top this review off, I'm going to say what I've wanted to say throughout this entire wall of text. Unknown Battle is fantastic.
Simple as that. If you're a big as fan as me, then you'll agree with me when I say this game was worth the wait and then some.
Unknown Battle, to me, feels like home and gives me this inexplicable sensation whenever I play it. The same feeling I had
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playing Kavkaz all those years ago, wandering through the wastes and being absolutely dazzled by the vastness of everything and
the immersion it gave me. I have no doubt in my mind that given the success of Uknown Battle, Patrakov will continue to make
games for years to come. But there will never be another game like this. There will never be another Unknown Battle game that
lives up to the hype, and wonder that Unknown Battle has lived up to.. I like this game.
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